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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon everyone. I want to thank you for attending our class today.My name is Mustafa Salaheldin, I’m the Data Science Manager at SNC-Lavalin Atkins Middle East and Africa.I have my colleague here, Imad Hanna as a co-speaker,and he is Assistant Professor of interior design at the American University in Dubai



About the speaker

Mustafa Salaheldin
A multi-disciplinary subject-matter expert and one of the 

few professionals in the Digital Transformation field. He 

has a strong technical experience of BIM and is mastering 

the full-stack application development at the same time. 

Mustafa joined Atkins Middle East and Africa, part of the 

SNC-Lavalin Group in Canada, as the Data Science 

Manager to lead the Digital R&D there. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quick brief about myself:I am a mutli-disciplinary subject matter expert.I get used to build automation systems for BIM using Autodesk software, specially Revit.I’m an Autodesk Expert Elite, an Autodesk Authorized Developer.As well as a Microsoft Certified Developer and I’m certified as a LEED GA.
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Special Thanks

I want to thank everyone in the Design Automation team for their quick response and 
fantastic collaboration.
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Before I start I want to give special thanks to the people who contributed with me to get this done.From Atkins Mohamed NawarFrom Autodesk Forge Design Automation team Chico Membrino, Kevin Vandecar, Jeremy Farand-Belanger, Diane Christoforo, and Rayan DuellI want to say thanks for their continuous support and quick response.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our class for today we are going to talk about the latest technology from Autodesk, which is Forge Design Automation and how we used it to build our platform for lighting design. During the show I’ll take no questions and I will dedicate the last 5 to 10 minutes in the end for Q&A.We will cover many interesting topics and our session will be split into tow parts.I might be moving slightly fast at the beginning because we are not going to discuss certain products in details, Since we are limited with time we are going to give a holistic macroscopic overview of the technologies we used to build our tool and we will be focusing more on exploring our platform Architecture and workflow.  Imad will explain the part related to the concept idea and the academic research behind the platform progress so as the front end and the user interface experience.While I will cover the technical part related to the backend So the first part will include the following:Why Lighting Design? How we developed the concept idea of the class Lighting design and sustainabilityModern technology and sustainable lighting designModern Manufacturing Techniques  Generative design using Autodesk Fusion 360Autodesk’s Technology and Lighting Analysis  Concept Idea behind our platformPlatform ArchitectureAnd for the second part we will be discussing:Autodesk ForgeAutodesk Forge Design Automation APIAdvantages of using DA APIBuilding a DA4R applicationBuilding a DA4Max applicationDA Add-in working mechanismForge Design Automation API ShowcaseSo please stay tuned



Part 1
How the idea started

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So as it is important to present the conceptual part first as so many of the practical part depend on it, I’ll let Imad talk first then I’ll speak afterwards.



About the speaker
Imad Hanna

• 3d studio Max (Autodesk certified professional) and (Adobe Certified Expert)

• Researching new and innovative platforms, applications and theories in Interior Design 

and architecture

• Developing and implementing educational technology curriculum for delivery of classroom 

using a combination of Autodesk Software

• Certified from Harvard Bok “Teaching and learning strategies for higher education“

Contributed in the success of the accreditation at the American university in Dubai :

• NASAD - The National Association of Schools of Art and Design

• CIDA – The Council Of Interior Design Accreditation

Associate member:

• American Institute of Architects (AIA)

• Association of Professional Interior Designers (APID) 

• Interior Design Education Council (IDEC)
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Presentation Notes
Thanks MustafaWelcome everyone. Thank you for coming today.I am an assistant professor at the American University in Dubai, An Interior Architect with extensive experience in working on a different range of projects ranging from design to execution.focusing on researching new and innovative platforms, applications and theories in Interior Design and architecture,Developing and implementing educational technology using a combination of Autodesk Software.certificate from Harvard bok “Teaching and learning strategies for higher education “3d studio Max (Autodesk certified professional) and (Adobe Certified Expert)I am Member of the research committee at the American University in Dubai, an Associate member of the American Institute of Architects (AIA), the Association of Professional Interior Designers (APID) and the Interior Design Education Council (IDEC)I do specialize mainly in digital design fabrication and technology 



Concept Idea behind our platform

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The idea started when I was working on developing a new course called process modeling where I decided to introduce my students to the fusion 360 software and the generative design technology  Last year I was assigned to teach a course related to lighting, it was an introductory to conceptual lighting design implementation where we focused on exploring photometric light and the IES standards.  I wanted also to benefit from being an expert in 3d studio max for architecture and interior visualization  I tried to combine those all in order to start developing my research. I met with Mustafa last year at the airport in new York and we were on our way to the Autodesk university it was a great coincidence and later we decided to work together in order to bridge the academic and theoretical part along with the technical measures. After extensive studies we suspected that there is a need to build a new platform that can go beyond the fundamentals of lighting design and dive into settings to promptly prototyped an automated system that can understand the requirements for the photometric light, select proper schemes, and calculate the level of lighting. The concept idea is to use Autodesk Forge platform and specifically the design automation API to provide a user friendly platform that can automate most of the processes of preparing a lighting project, starting from creating your photometric lighting definition, simulating your own visual lighting design, through generating RCP and BOQ ending with a product ready for manufacturing. Also we wanted to make sure that, the platform allows collaboration between different professionals of different trades (architects, interior designers, expert consultants and electrical engineers).



Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the session we will be providing more explanation of the conceptual automated methods, and the layers of information behind the main idea.The platform will be divided into 5 main sections:Design:We are focusing on the photometric IES light, but not like any other lighting generator the platform has the capability to translate your own parameters into IES simple basic codes creating a layout and setting up views that can be updated automatically. Visualize:Using forge API the platform will be connected to 3D Studio Max and will create visual renders online for your chosen IES light. Use:Once you are satisfied with the selection of your lighting design and IES file we move to the second section of our platform where you can upload your Revit file and the platform will work on dividing the space into rooms so you can manipulate each space independently. The automated system will be responsible for the light distribution of the selected space and will generate a Revit file with the RCP and the BOQ that can be downloaded with a simple click.Collaborate:Lighting design is a combination of applied art and applied science. That requires different stakeholders to simultaneously work on the same project in different phases. Make:The last step will be under Manufacturing where Generative design will take place. The user will be capable to upload the same IES file and specify the descriptions: size, weight and desired material of the luminaire and with a simple click the platform will Generate a hundreds of options and designs for the product.  



Modern technology and sustainable 
lighting design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Modern technology offers the best approach to light implementation using a variety of lighting types and distribution methods. It also simplify fabrication processes and ultimately decrease the impact your product has on the environment.It is extremely important to understand the perception of the space and the role of lighting and it is impact on the overall design:One of the most complicated tasks is to genuinely choose and calculate the suitable lighting type and the required number of luminaires needed for a given space where certain activities will be performed.Our aim is that novice and expert practitioners can generate valid results and work on supporting the role of sustainabilityOur process will address how Generative Design and additive manufacturing can help fabricators to:Create different moods and atmospheres that can reflect the conceptual aspect.Produce more with less resources, energy and time to support sustainability. So we conclude that as:Use advanced technology with Lighting design for sustainability:Minimize energy consumption Reduce adverse impact Light only when needed Light only What is needed Light only what the intensity needed 



Modern technology and sustainable 
lighting design

Generative Design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the following slides, we will introduce the generative design and how it is related to lighting design sustainability.



What is Generative Design? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is generative design? Generative design mimics nature’s evolutionary approach to design, leverages artificial intelligence and cloud computing by allowing users to simultaneously generate and explore multiple CAD-ready solutions based on real-world manufacturing constraints and product performance requirements.There is no single solution; instead, there are potentially thousands of great solutions, you choose the design that best fits your needs.The implementation of the automated design framework and the generative design in the same platform offers the users an opportunity to work on a different range of projects that can alter between lighting design, electrical engineering and design manufacturing or even all at once.Explore a wider range of design optionsMake impossible designs possibleOptimize for materials and manufacturing methods



Generative design using Autodesk Fusion 360

GENERATIVE DESIGN WORKSHOP WITH FUSION 360 IN HOOFDDORP, THE 

NETHERLANDS

https://netherlands.generativedesign.events-autodesk.com/

HTTPS://WWW.KICKSTARTER.COM/PROJECTS/CWANDT/100-DROPPED-PENDANT-LIGHTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Algorithmic or Generative design is not simply the use of computer to design architecture and objects. Algorithms allow designers to overcome the limitations of traditional CAD software and 3D modelers, reaching a level of complexity and control which is beyond the human manual ability. Algorithmic-Aided Design presents design methods developed in software like Fusion 360.GENERATIVE DESIGN WORKSHOP WITH FUSION 360 IN HOOFDDORP, THE NETHERLANDS

https://netherlands.generativedesign.events-autodesk.com/


Generative Design and Lighting Analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Autodesk used generative design technology to design one of there offices in Toronto.The GD technology helped them to:Maximize the daylight Minimize visual distraction Increase views to outside Enhance adjacency preference Optimize circulation Vary the work styles Minimize acoustic Distraction Decrease density 



Generative Design and sustainability framework

LOREM IPSUM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our platform we can use the generative design to produce different design options for lighting shades that will help designers to make better choices based on the visual results.With a simple click the User will be able download the STL File and send it to manufacturing. For the manufacturers, it is very easy now to select the shape of the laminar, the reflector material, and number of light sources per luminaire that can achieve certain illumination level.



Project Refinery and Light Shade design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project Refinery is an Autodesk generative design beta for the architecture, engineering and construction industry. It gives users the power to quickly explore, evaluate, and optimize their Dynamo designs. It is easy to integrate our platform with refinery to generate a variety of design options This slide shows how we can use refinery to create different light shade designs based on parameters that can control the light amount and the shadow shape and the dimensions of the shade geometry.



Modern technology and sustainable 
lighting design

Modern Manufacturing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Manufacturing has gone through a series of major evolutions in the past few years. Subtractive processes (drilling, cutting, CNC milling and turning) and standard formative techniques (injecting, foraging, stamping, casting, molding) have been challenged by new, rapidly growing disruptive technologies, including 3D printing, laser surface texturing and additive manufacturing, among others. 



Modern Manufacturing Techniques and sustainability

The following diagram shows Subtractive Manufacturing (CNC) vs. Additive 

Manufacturing (3D Printing):

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additive manufacturing processes build objects by adding material layer by layer, while subtractive manufacturing removes material to create parts. Though these approaches are fundamentally different, subtractive and additive manufacturing processes are often used side by side due to their overlapping range of applications.Our automated solutions can integrate with the additive and subtractive manufacturing technologies to simplify fabrication processes and ultimately decreases the impact your product has on the environment.



Platform Architecture

Common Data Environment

Core Engine/Back EndIES 
module

Generative Design 
module

Lighting Calculation 
module

BIM 
module

Web Application Portal/Front End

Fabrication 
module

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The platform architecture will be divided into several layers that are connected, and will communicate within a  sequence of actions to link the backend with the front end:1st layerAt the very bottom we have Autodesk Forge as our backbone Software As A Service (SaaS).That will allow us to have access to the 2nd layer. The 2nd layer will be represented with 3 different modules:The first module consists a variety of software engine API like 3d studio max, Revit, Autocad and Inventor.The second contains Fusion 360 And the third can manage the design automation and integrate the platform functions from Google, Amazon and Microsoft.The mid layer or the 3rd layer is the platform core engine that can manage the lighting design automation process, and it consists of 5 different modules:IES moduleLighting Calculation moduleBIM moduleGenerative Design moduleFabrication moduleThe 4th layer is the Data Common Environment (CDE) where we manage all our native files such as (CAD, RVT, MAX and IES).Then at the vey top we have the 5th layer  or the front end it is the client application that can manage the user interactivity with the platform.



Platform Showcase

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now in the next slide we will show you the conceptual phase and the user interface .How to access the platform through the web and the 3 main sections of the platform and what can be done using these sections. Then we will move to the more developed phase where we will be visualizing, analysing, calculating light and generating BOQ



Conceptual UI Workflow



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The workflow and the sequence of steps Starting from light Changing the ies linier and polar graph to specify the light design And styleApplying lighting distribution in BIMThen generating the BOQAnd moving to generative deign to generate the luminaire We can always go back from generative design to BIM to work on distributing the light based on the chosen luminaire.



Defining Photometric light in 3d max – IES files

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are going to mimic what will happen in the backend in forge using max so you can understand what is happening behind the scenes Step 1 Open 3dmax scene and create a surface wall where you can apply light Step 2 select light and choose Photometric Light Step 3 specify the light type / Target LightStep 4 Assign light to the scene Step 5 under Light distribution select the Photometric Web Step 6under distribution Photometric select choose photometric fileStep 7 specify the IES File Step 8 the Photometric Web will be uploaded and the IES will be assigned to the scene



Using DA4Max to render complex scenes

USING DESKTOP RENDERING
Time elapsed: 10 MINITES

RENDERING MACHINE CONFIGURATION

Processor:  
Intel® Xeon ® Cpu e5-1660 v3 @ 3.00ghz  3.00 Ghz

Memory RAM:
16.0 GB

Operating system : 
Windows 10 64-bit

USING DA4MAX RENDERING 
Time elapsed: 4 MINITES 

ADVANTAGE

60% time saving 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is very important to decide the amount of light needed for any building based on different factors like the location, daylight and the type of activities taking place in the facility.Our system can calculate such factors and evaluates the amount of light and the type of luminaires needed for each room/space, hence update the Revit model using the Forge Design Automation for Revit API with the proper type of lighting fixtures.





Visual Photometric Light (IES) Creation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this module we tried to build an application that can generate the IES files by defining the light source characteristics from the polar graph or the linear graph.In this video we will show how we can create a new IES file based on out-of-the-shelf one and then modify its characteristics and save it as new file to be included automatically in the IES catalogue.



Using DA4R to create BoQ

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using Autodesk Forge Design Automation API for Revit allows you to push and pull data back and forth between the model in the web viewer and the native file in your server.Create a BoQ based on the Revit schedules defined in the model file. This BoQ is interactive so you can select the element in the table to highlight it in the Forge viewer and get access to its metadata.The generated BoQ can be exported as an Excel sheet and can be linked to any database source or cloud services like Google Sheets, that way the changes and updates could be multi-directional. If you update the Excel sheet it will update the lighting model elements and vice versa.Next slide will be the last slide and present Moustafa 



Part 2 
Autodesk Forge 
Design Automation API

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks EmadClick Now



Agenda
1. Autodesk Forge

2. Autodesk Forge Design Automation API

3. Building a DA application

4. Lighting design and Forge Design Automation API

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On our agenda for this part some interesting topics, so I’ll start with the definition of Autodesk Forge then I’ll go through the components of Forge we used to build our platform, then I’ll give more focus on Design Automation API and from there I’ll start the showcase.



Autodesk Forge

Forge is a platform that helps you build applications that tap into your design and 
engineering data. Combine Forge APIs with existing software systems to innovate 
how you work and get more from your data. 

*for more details, please refer to : https://forge.autodesk.com/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Forge is a cloud based platform that consists of a set of web service APIs which you can use to access the powerful Autodesk’s library of software on the cloud.You can think of these APIs as a cloud based building blocks to create your own web based solutions.The APIs are easily integrated with the standard web technologies like REST API, HTTP, HTML5 and JS that will let you easily put together Forge with other web and cloud services to create complete seamless customer experiences in a very easy way.=====================================================================================================Now Click:At the moment Forge consists of 9 modules:Reality Capture API, BIM 360 API, Authentication API, Data Management API, Model Derivative API, Viewer API, Design Automation API, Webhooks API, Token Flex API.Now Click:For the sake of time, we will just walk through the set of API that we used to build our platform which are:Authentication API, Data Management API, Model Derivative API,  Viewer API, Design Automation APIAnd for the rest of the APIs, please refer to the shown link.=====================================================================================================Now Click:The Authentication API: is a token based service that allows you as a system owner to control how others can access your data and services.Using this API, the system generates tokens with certain scope or permissions that defines the way the system users can get access to the data protected behind the OAuth 2 standard.Now Click:The Data Management API: Allows you to manage your files and documents in an Object Storage System (OSS). You can use this API to upload, download, delete or modify your project files on the Forge platform.Now Click:The Model Derivative API: is used to extract the geometric data and the metadata from your native binary design files. As well as you can use it to translate the native files formats to the SVF format which can be displayed with Forge viewer.Now Click:The Viewer: It is a webGl based viewer that is cross-webbrowser and can display your model on any device, simply you can use it to navigate your native file on mobile phone or smart tablets.Now Click:Design Automation API: is a set of web API that allows you to run your add-ins, plugins or macros against a cloud based headless engine. This API is suitable for executing an intensive  job or repetitive task that need some strong machine or a capacity like the one that the cloud can provide. In the following slides we will talk more in details about the DA API and how we used it to build our platform.

https://forge.autodesk.com/


Autodesk Forge Design Automation API
Using Design Automation, you can create, modify, and analyze native design files. 
For example, you can create a Revit family file, modify a CAD drawing, and/or 
animate 3DS Max skeleton.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Forge Design Automation API is another component of the Forge platform APIs that lets you build web applications that talk to the Autodesk software headless engines via RESTful API. Headless means it has no user interface, no UI.The current Design Automation API version is version 3 and it has just switched from ‘Beta’ to ‘General Availability’.Design Automation API allows your web applications to create, read, and modify native files on the cloud by executing the users Add-ins, Scripts or plugins.========================================================================================Through the show I will use these terms:Revit.ioRevit on the cloudDA4Rto refer to the same thing which is Design Automation API for RevitAnd I’ll use the term DA4Max to refer to Design Automation for 3ds Max=========================================================================================From the graph, we can see to the right the user sends some Native file (RVT file for example) to the Forge platform through some web application, feeding it with some instructions (either to create, extract or modify), along with the name of the addin to execute and some parameters.Forge connects to the software engine (Revit engine in this case) on the left side providing the user’s file, and then triggers the add-in specified by the user.Once the add-in execution is done, the results (a processed file in this case) is sent back to the web application which in turn sends it back to the user.



Advantages of using DA API
Harmonization between a digital operating model, predictive analytics, and a 
microservices architecture allows digital organizations to quickly take customer 
desires and feedback and turn them into actionable, revenue-generating business 
solutions. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Advantages of using DA API:The first advantage behind using DA is it is portable in essence that you can now run your add-ins, plugins and scripts with no need to have the host software installed on your machine. ===========================================The second advantage is, it doesn’t depend on the OS so now you can run your Add-in on MAC, Windows or Linux as it runs on the cloud.============================================The third advantage is, you will be able to use all the cloud processing capacity to automate your complex design workflows and do your heavy repetitive tasks nevertheless of your machine hardware and specifications limitation.===========================================The fourth advantage is, as DA comes as part of the Forge platform, it has flawless integration with all the different Forge services on the cloud.===============================================You do not need to waste time installing and licensing your add-ins, as well as there is no need to worry about upgrading and configuring.===============================================I can say that, the real advantage is, the seamless integration between DA and all other cloud services provided from other vendors.You can integrate your add-in with advanced cloud services like Lambda functions from Amazon or the ML from Microsoft or AI services provided by Google for example.



Building a DA4R application
Users who use DA4R will be able to build add ins that run against Revit engine on 
the cloud to convert native files from a third party format to RVT/RFA, or they can 
generate documentation from a specification automatically.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to build an application for DA there are some steps that you need to setup.In case of DA4R for example, as you can see from the graph, Click Now:First off, you need to write the code for your Revit Add-in. The Add-in should implement the IExternalDBApplication Interface. As we don’t have access to the Revit UI, we can’t reference the file “RevitAPIUI.dll” in our solutions.Click Now:The second step is to bundle add-in assembly (the dll file) with the manifest file (.addin file) in a zipped folder.Click Now:The third step is to define an “AppBundle” using the DA4R API. You can consider the “AppBundle” as a placeholder for your add-in that can be used later by multiple web applications. Click Now:The fourth step is to upload the archived bundle via DA API to the AppBundle directory. Click Now:The fifth step is to define an "activity" with the Design Automation API. You can think of an “Activity” as a function signature, definition of set of parameters that could be files inputs and outputs, and some generic arguments. Each activity must be associated to an “AppBundle”.



Building a DA4Max application
Users can easily write MaxScripts or advanced plug-ins that can run against a 3ds 
Max engine in the cloud to automate the typical workflows like loading or importing 
data, material changes, and saving or exporting the data back.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Building application for DA4MAx is quite similar to the one in DA4R.The difference is you may not need to upload a binary file for your automation procedure.Instead you can upload a MaxScript file, or include the instructions directly in your Activity definition.All the Maxscript commands will be executed as if they are run from the 3dsmaxbatch utility.Click Now:So again the user need to create an appbundle, Click Now:then create an activityClick Now: and finally upload the script to a cloud storage location.
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DA execution mechanism
Like other Forge services, you’ll create a Forge client application which will call DA4R 
REST API endpoints. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok, so how to execute a DA application?In this example I’ll show how to execute Revit.io add-in.Now Click:The first step to execute your Add-in, is to upload your input files to a cloud location. (this could be a Forge OSS bucket or Amazon S3 bucket or any cloud storage service you choose.) If you are creating a project from scratch, then you can let DA4R or DA4Max create a new project file automatically on behalf of you.Now Click:The second step is to POST a "workitem". Workitem is a specific invocation of an activity, indicating specific input and an output files locations on the cloud.This locations have to be pre-signed URLs.Now Click:Afterwards, the Design Automation service downloads the input files to the working directory Now Click:then the service runs your add-in against the Revit engine.Now Click:Once the processing is finished, the service uploads the output file to the specified output location. The user will be notified through the OnComplete event of the workitem once the workitem work is done.The end user retrieves the output files, either for display or further processing.



Lighting design and Forge Design 
Automation API

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now I’ll go through some of the applications we implemented for our platform using Forge Design Automation API.I’ll start with the simple application architectures then move forward gradually to the complex ones.



Photometric Light (IES) file Visualization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first application we have is the photometric light creator application This application is meant to create IES file based on the user definition and render the light source with this specific photometric specs to give a realistic visualization of the light source.



Photometric Light (IES) file Visualization
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
From this application we can see the important role DA4Max plays in helping design light visually based on photometric definition.The idea simply is to send IES file to DA4Max and retrieve a rendered image.First off, the user creates an IES file definition either from scratch or based on a predefined one from catalogue or by uploading some vendors file.After the IES file is created on the web application server it has to be uploaded to a cloud location.The user post a workitem that populates the related activity with the location of the IES file and the output location along with the MaxScript to be executed.DA4Max download the IES file to the working directory then executes the script defined in the Activity against the 3dsMax engine.Once the rendering is finished, DA4Max will save the result as PNG image to the working directory.Then DA4Max uploads the PNG image from the working directory to the output URL defined in the workitem.The PNG file will be displayed in the Web UI.



BoQ generator

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our next application we will see how used DA4R to create an interactive Schedules of Lighting fixtures in Revit model that could be translated to an online BoQ updated in real time.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click Now:As we can see from the graph the user upload the RVT file to a cloud location through the platform.Click Now:The webapp submits a workitem to trigger the Revit.io addin Click Now:and uploads the input file from the cloud storage to the working directory.Click Now:The Revit.io addin open the file and creates Lighting schedules based on the user template definition.Click Now:Once the RVT file is updated the output file is downloaded via DA4R from the working directory to the cloud storage.Click Now:The most interesting thing is the Schedule file can now be linked to different type of cloud based Spread Sheet like the one comes from Google.That way we can make the modification in the schedules multi-directional, so you can update on the offline version of your model then push the data to the cloud to update the Google Sheets and the Model in the Forge Viewer.Or you can modify in the Forge Viewer and push the data to the Google Spread Sheet and the offline version.Or update the Spread Sheet and update the model in the Forge Viewer and the offline version.



Lighting distribution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DA4R can help us now automate the lighting fixtures laying out based one the photometric light and daylight calculation.The user can upload a complete model, single room or set of rooms.DA4R can easily integrate with any cloud-based light calculation engine that can do the calculations based IES files attached to each family type and send the suggested lighting fixtures distribution to DA4R to modify the fixtures location.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click Now:The user starts by uploading a complete model to the platform. Click Now:The platform will upload the file to the DA4R working directory.Click Now:Then trigger the first work item Click Now:DA4R will execute the add-in that will separate each room in an individual 3d view to be displayed separately in the Forge viewer and to accelerate the lighting calculation later.Click Now:After completion the file is saved to the working directory.Click Now:Then, DA4R will send the updated file back to the platform.Click Now:Inside the Forge viewer, the user has to select each room individually and attach the type of lighting fixtures families to be distributed within, by drag and drop the photometric light files inside the room.Then the platform sends the updated file to the Lighting Calculation component,which will define the number of each lighting fixture and the location of each luminaire.Click Now:Once the calculation is done, the platform will receive the layout settings.Click Now:The platform then triggers the second workitem Click Now:along with the layout settings.Click Now:DA4R will insert the specified lighting fixtures into the related room and generate the RCP and schedules automatically.Click Now:Again the updated file will be saved to the working directory.Click Now:Then it will be sent back from the working directory to the cloud storage.
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This is one of the most amazing applications that we have developed where I used both DA4R and DA4Max.The target was to automatically create the amount of light needed for this retail, select the proper intensity based on the material and surface reflection and deliver a final rendered image of the realistic light.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click Now:First you upload your model to the platform.Click Now:The platform saves the file in the cloud location.Click Now:The next step is to setup the camera in the Forge viewer as you wish. Click Now:After you finish the camera manipulation, the platform will send the camera settings from the Forge Viewer to Revit.io.Click Now:the platform will trigger the first workitem to update the RVT file by creating another 3D view inside the Revit file based on the Forge Viewer camera settings provided. Click Now:DA4R uploads the RVT file to the working directory.Click Now:DA4R executes the first Revit add-inClick Now:The add-in creates the 3d view and save the file to the working directory.Click Now:Once the first workitem is done the updated file will be sent back to the cloud storage Click Now:and then the platform will trigger the second workitem Click Now:DA4R uploads the updated RVT file from the cloud to the working directory.Click Now:DA4R will execute the second Revit add-in that exports the new 3d view as fbx file.The reason behind using fbx is that format supports the interoperability between Revit and 3DS Max,you can use it to import the model from Revit to 3ds max with the cameras and lights.Click Now:The fbx file is saved to the working directory.Click Now:DA4R sends the fbx to the output cloud location.Click Now:The platform will then trigger the third workitem Click Now:the fbx file will be uploaded to the DA4Max working directory Click Now:Then DA4Max executes the MaxScript to render the camera in the fbx scene. Click Now:Once the rendering is complete, the output image file will be saved in the working directory.Click Now:Then the PNG file will be delivered to the platform to float on top of the Forge Viewer and by using a JQuery plugin (the comparison slider) we can show the difference before and after.==================================================================Next slide is the last slide: Thank You
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
That is all for today, thanks  �Please don’t forget to take the CLASS SURVEY in the appand we are now open to questions and answersIf you don’t have time for question don’t worry we will follow up with you individually.
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